
Rules of Survival

**About Rules of Survival**

Rules of Survival is a Battle Royale game for smartphones and tablets. The goal of the game is to

be the last survivor on the map. For this, the player has to defend himself against enemies.

Rules of Survival is all about life and death. Your goal is to survive as long as possible on the huge

map with up to 120 players and win the game as the last survivor. To achieve this goal, you can

either fight alone against your enemies or team up with up to 3 other players. Since you are

unarmed at the beginning of the game, the search for weapons and equipment is essential. Prove

a good tactic and eliminate your enemies to be the last survivor of the game. 

**Rules of Survival - Features:** 

- Survive as long as possible: The goal of Rules of Surival is to be the last survivor on the field.

Since you are unarmed at the beginning of the game, and thus have no equipment, the search for

weapons or other equipment is essential for you. Only then can you eliminate other players and

ensure your survival. If you kill enemies, you can also take their weapons in your possession.

However, if you are killed, the game is over for you.

- Solo vs. Team Mode: You can either play Rules of Survival alone or rely on the help of teammates

in your struggle for survival. However, the teams cannot have more than 4 members. In addition, it

should be noted that in team mode, a good strategy and a predetermined tactic are of great

importance.

- Card shrinks: A special aspect about Rules of Survial is that the map gets smaller every few

minutes. Thus, not only the combat area but also the zone you are safe in is getting smaller and

smaller. Since the new play area could be far off your current location, you can use vehicles that

will quickly take you to the new combat area.

Conclusion: Rules of Survial is one of the most popular Battle Royale games for mobile devices.

The special game principle, meaning that the last survivor wins the game, ensures suspense and

thrills. Since a total of 120 players can participate in the game, strategic thinking and good

equipment are particularly important.


